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La linea - 5mt

BIG - Bjarke Ingels Group

DESCRIPTION

PRODUCT CODE: T4600010

FEATURES

DIMENSIONS

IP65 Dimmerable:

LUMINAIRE

Watt: 15W/m—

Delivered lumens output: 960 lm/m—

CCT: 3000K—

Efficiency: 100%—

Efficacy: 64lm/W—

CRI: 95—

Dimmable Typology: APP,Push,Dali—

Notes

10 wall/ceiling supports included

La Linea is a basic principle that generates an open system

and a comprehensive relation with space and humans.It turns

light into an ideal fixture for outdoor spaces, architectures,

parks, or public and urban areas  to requalify common

spaces, create social and engaging landscapes and promote

relations between people and their surroundings.

It easily fits into indoor and outdoor spaces by leveraging on

an unprecedented combination of factors, including quality of

light, IP protection grade, flexibility, modularity.

BIG’s idea is once again transposed, thanks to the know-how

of Artemide, into a product that looks basic but it is rich of

technological innovation.

Today, new installation possibilities make it an increasingly

transversal solution. With an aluminum back bone is possible

to suspend La Linea modules creating linear or curved

geometries in custom composition.

With the new recessed accessories La Linea can be

suspended from the extremities and can freely define the

softly curving geometries during installation in the space.

Article Code: T4600010—

Colour: White—

Installation: CeilingWall—

Material: Silicone flexible tube—

Series: Design Collection, 2021 Artemide

Collection, Architectural Outdoor

—

Environment: Indoor—

design by: BIG - Bjarke Ingels Group—

Length: cm 500—

Diameter: cm 4—
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Accessories

Additional wall/ceiling support R304975 Driver 120W - CV 220-240V - 24VDC - SELV -

Undimmable - IP20 DV1033

Driver 90W - CV 100-240VAC - 24VDC - 0-10V -

IP65 DV1075

Driver 90W - CV 110-240VAC - 24VDC - APP+PUSH

dim - IP20 DV1075APP

Driver 90W - CV 100-240VAC - 24VDC - DALI dim -

IP65 DV1076

Powerkit 96W - CV 110-240VAC - 24VDC - Non

Dimmerabile - IP65 A4681210

Powerkit 96W - CV 110-240VAC - 24VDC - DALI/0-

10V/PUSH - IP20 A4681010

Powerkit 96W - CV 110-240VAC - 24VDC - APP+PUSH

- IP20 A4681010APP

Powerkit 96W - CV 110-240VAC - 24VDC -

APP+PUSH - IP65 T4681010APP
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